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Module Six: Exploring Opportunities for 
a Stronger Regional Economy
Module Six will focus on identifying clusters in a region. It also examines 
economic development strategies that might be useful for creating or strengthening 
a cluster.

Using the Participants’ Guide
The Participants’ Guide contains handouts designed to assist participants in 
planning their economic development effort.

Group Exercises
The group exercises in this session will help the participants understand the 
materials and will provide a break from listening to presenter and allow the 
participants to get to know each other.

Slide 1:  Group introductions; use ice breaker if desired
Slide 16: Businesses and industries data
Slide 17: Business assistance in the region
Slides 28-29: Creative class 
Slides 40-41: Examining businesses and industries data
Slides 42-43: Regional clusters data
Slide 66: Final reflections
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6.1

Slide: 1 
 
Time: 15+ Minutes. Have this 
slide showing as people enter 
the meeting room.

Instructions:

This module focuses on the identification of clusters in a 
region. It also examines economic development strategies 
that might be useful for creating or strengthening a 
cluster. Prior to this meeting, you will have data available 
you should hand out to the group. The data will include 
information on the general industrial make up of the region 
and potential industrial clusters. Depending on the group’s 
overall planning experience level, you might request 
additional analyses from your appropriate Regional Rural 
Development Center. 

 

Script:

“Welcome to Module Six: Exploring Opportunities for a Stronger Regional 
Economy. This session will examine specific strategies that might be used to 
advance the economy of your region.”

 



6.2

Slide: 2 
 
Time: 5 Minutes

Instructions:

If the group had homework from the previous session, 
review the group’s accomplishments. In addition, clarify any 
questions from the previous session.

Script:

“Hopefully, you’ve had time to digest the demographic data for your region shared 
with you in Module Five. What are your observations now that you have had time 
to think about these data and trends? What have you decided are the most useful 
elements of the previous session? Have you made any progress on your team 
assignments since the last time we met? Any questions, comments or concerns 
before we proceed to this session?”
 



6.3

Slide: 3 
 
Time: 1 Minute

Instructions:

Note that there is a good bit of information in this session. If 
the group has had NO prior experience looking at economic 
data or working together before this program, delivering this 
module in two sessions may be your best option.

Script:

“This module is packed full of information organized under three main topics. First, 
you will understand the basic concepts of competitive advantage. In essence, what 
does a region need in order to gain a competitive advantage in a particular industry? 

We then will explore the tools and data used for detecting a competitive advantage 
in a region. Finally, we will examine several potential strategies for building 
stronger regional economies.

It is important to note that there is no magic bullet here. The data and analyses 
serve only as a foundation and catalyst for strategically thinking about 
opportunities the regional team can explore. That said, it is worth noting that this 
process is greatly hindered without the knowledge of those living in the region 
who can attest to the accuracy of the data and who have historical knowledge of 
previous community and economic development movements and a keen sense of 
the regional business environment and workforce.” 



6.4

Slide: 4 
 
Time: 1 Minute 

Instructions:

This section provides a brief overview of the concept of 
competitive advantage. Even with experienced groups, this 
section will be important to review to ensure the group has a 
common understanding and definition as it proceeds with its 
planning activities.

Script:

“I’d like to start by taking a bird’s eye view of competitive advantage to ensure 
we are all thinking alike when it comes to this concept. It will help us move 
forward together in a more seamless way as we begin to look at specific economic 
development strategies that might make sense for your region.”



6.5

Slide: 5 
 
Time: 5 Minutes

Instructions:

Before showing the lower portion of this slide, ask the 
group what creates a competitive advantage in a region. 
Record their answers on a flip chart, and try to organize the 
responses based on the four determinants discussed here.

Script:

“What do you think provides a region with a competitive advantage? What 
factors improve a region’s relative standing, and what are obstacles to creating a 
competitive advantage?
 
[At this point, ask for input from the participants and write the responses on a flip 
chart. When appropriate, introduce the information in the next paragraph.]
  
The first is firm strategy, structure and rivalry. The second is the set of factor 
conditions within the region. Third is related and supporting industries, and the 
fourth factor is demand conditions. We will talk about each of these factors and 
how they interact with each other next.”
 



6.6

Slide: 6 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 
Source: 
Porter, M. (1990). The competitive 
advantage of nations. New York, 
NY: The Free Press. Retrieved 
from http://asesoriainternacional.
com/Clases%20URN/The_
Competitive_Advantage_of_
Nations.pdf

Instructions:

Use this slide, which depicts an example of factors affecting 
a region’s competitive advantage, to generate discussion. 

Script:

“Here is an example of these four elements applied to the 
health care sector. The model is Porter’s Diamond Theory 
applied to a hypothetical health care industry in a rural area.
 
Firm strategy is described by the number of hospitals, the number of medical 
professionals and the ownership and management of the health care options.
 
Demand conditions include the need for medical services. In this example, low-
income individuals use local health care services, but higher income individuals 
leave the region and travel to the nearest city for health care.
 
The factor conditions in this region for health care include low rent and 
inexpensive unskilled labor, but at the same time a difficulty in retaining medical 
professionals.
 
Finally, the related and supporting industries supply both durable and non-
durable goods to the health care industry. Durable goods are those that can be 
used for several years. Non-durable goods are those that do not last a long time 
or are quickly consumed. In this example, none of the non-durable supplies (latex 
gloves, sanitizer, etc.) the hospitals consume can be purchased locally because they 
aren’t produced locally. Likewise, very few of the durable goods (hospital beds, 
mammogram machines, etc.) can be purchased locally.”
 



6.7

Slide: 7 
 
Time: 1 Minute

Instructions:

This slide begins the second section, examining the set 
of tools and data that can help a region determine its 
competitive advantage.

Script:

“Now we will begin looking at some of the tools and data that will provide 
important insights into the region’s competitive advantage.”

 



6.8

Slide: 8 
 
Time: 3 Minutes

Instructions:
 
This section focuses on the key components to regional 
economic growth. Each will be discussed in greater detail in 
the following slides. People (human capital, workforce) has 
already been discussed to some extent in Module Five, but 
we will revisit this important feature of a regional economy, 
particularly if we want to examine specialized skills or 
occupations the region might want to target for further 
expansion. 

Script: 

“What are the keys to economic growth? In general, the key elements are people, 
place, businesses, innovation, and brand or cluster creation for a given place or 
region.
 
What is your reaction to this list? Are there other important keys left off this list?
 
[Allow for discussion.]
 
In the next few slides, we’ll take a closer look at each of these keys.”

Script:

Script:

 



6.9

Slide: 9 
 
Time: 1 Minute 

Instructions:

We will first examine people, specifically the workforce and 
local residents.

Script:

“If we would identify any of the five keys as crucial to 
economic growth, it is people! They represent both the workforce and the residents 
of a region.
 
Who are the workers in the region? What are the skill levels and educational 
attainment of these individuals? Do the residents like to work?
 
Who are the residents? Is there a strong culture and rich history of the families in 
the region, and if so, what are they? Are there many newcomers to the region?”



6.106.10

Instructions: 

This slide highlights in more detail some important aspects 
of local residents relevant to the economic opportunities and 
activities in the region. Try to generate discussion among the 
participants around these questions. 

Script: 
 
“Let’s delve into the importance of knowing more about local residents and how 
they might play a role in enhancing economic prosperity. Understanding their 
history can help identify strategies to better equip residents for the workforce. 
Recognizing cultural backgrounds, education, common skill sets, reasons for 
living in the community and jobs that have been passed on from generation to 
generation provides a perspective on what the future direction might be without any 
intervention.

Who are the people that live in this region?  
• How long have they lived here?
• How many generations have lived here?
• Where did they originate (come from)?
• Why did they come here?

Do they like living here and why? 
• Social conditions – How well do the new and established residents get along?
• Cultural factors – Is the region multi-cultural or homogeneous? Have effective 

bridges between different cultures/races/ethnic groups been established?
• Economic prospects – What is driving people to move into or out of the 

region?”

Slide: 10

Time: 5 Minutes
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Slide: 11

Time: 3 Minutes

Instructions:

The second point of interest, when it comes to people, 
is workforce. The main considerations for workforce 
are identified and discussed in this slide. Keep in mind 
from Module Five that the O*net Online Web site (http://
www.onetonline.org/) provides an immense amount of 
information regarding workforce needs/opportunities and 
projected demand.

Script:

“The second dimension of people we will examine is the workforce that exists in 
the region. Specifically:

Who are our workers?
• What are their basic demographic characteristics (such as age and gender)?
• What work experience do they have (education, training, skills and years on the 

job)?
• What is the work ethic of those in the local labor force?
 
Is our workforce adapting to change?
• Keeping up with technology?
• Recognizing and responding to the changing needs of regional businesses?
 
Let’s take, for example, the changing workforce needs in the health care industry. 
In the coming years, all hospitals must implement electronic medical records, and 
all nurses, doctors and clerical staff must be prepared for the technological shift. 
For many, this will require formal training. The degree of difficulty adapting to 
this change will vary by past exposure to technological improvements and by how 
quickly the current workforce can learn new tools and skills.”
 



6.126.12

Instructions:

This slide introduces the concept of place, or location, as 
another component of regional competitive advantage.
 
 

 Script:

“Place, or location, is crucial to growth as well. As a region 
explores its competitive advantage, it is important to pay attention to its assets.
 
• What amenities does your region offer?
• Why would people want to live here? (Such as the quality of education, access 

to quality health care, recreational opportunities, overall cost of living, crime 
rates and climate)

• Why would businesses relocate here? How developed is the physical 
infrastructure? What is the cost of doing business? Where is the population base 
and the necessary labor force? What is the proximity to suppliers?”

 

 

Instructions:

Slide: 12

Time: 1 Minute
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Slide: 13

Time: 2 Minutes

Instructions:

Two major aspects of place are important to explore further. 
The first, discussed in this slide, is the set of industrial 
indicators that may impact competitive advantage.

Script:

“Let’s take a quick look at the important features of place that can play important 
roles in attracting new businesses or help with the expansion of current businesses. 
What are the industry–oriented features of place that are most likely to interest 
businesses?  
 
Some important factors include:
• Current leading employers 
• New and expanding companies and industries 
• Research facilities; location of research and development resources
• Available land and buildings
• Existing infrastructure (water, sewer, broadband)
• Access to transportation networks
• Tax structure”



6.14

Slide: 14 
 
Time: 1 Minute

Instructions:

The other element of place involves the people living in 
the region and quality of life elements that can impact a 
location’s desirability for business attraction, retention and 
expansion.
 
 

 Script: 
 
“Although not everyone believes it, businesses are just as interested in the social 
attributes of a place or region as they are in its industrial characteristics. Businesses 
will research the people and quality of life indicators in a region before deciding to 
locate in that area. 

These factors often include: 
• Population and labor force attributes
• Quality of education 
• Strength (quality and access) of the health care system
• Recreational opportunities
• Availability/access to shopping facilities
• Crime rates, climate, etc.”

Instructions:
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Slide: 15 
 
Time: 2 Minutes

Instructions:
 
Next, turn the team’s attention to existing businesses as a 
critical component of a region’s competitive advantage. 

Script:

“The existing economic composition of your region is also 
very important to consider. What is the portfolio of businesses that exist in the 
region? Are there visible, successful entrepreneurs? Are most of the businesses 
small, or is there a good mix of small, medium and large firms? [By small, we 
mean businesses with less than 10 employees; medium means businesses with 10-
50 workers; and large are those with more than 50 employees.]
 
Furthermore, what is the industrial mix of our region? Do the manufacturing, 
agriculture and service-based industries constitute the majority of firms, or is the 
region home to a broad combination of different industries?”

Script:



6.16

Slide: 16 
 
Time: 15 Minutes

Handout: 
Businesses and Industries Data 
Sheet 
 

 
 

Instructions:

Provide the team with the regional Businesses and Industries 
Data Sheet. Have the group truth-test the data (that is, 
ask them if the information appears to be accurate given 
their knowledge of the region). Record the answers to the 
questions below. They will be important to the planning 
team in considering the strategies that might best support 
the region’s economic growth. Give special attention to 
businesses and industries that are growing, declining, closed 
or outsourced to other regions or countries. 

 
Script:

“Let’s talk about the businesses/industries that exist in the region. Please refer to 
the Businesses and Industries Data Sheet.
 
What is the industrial make-up of our region? Look at the number of jobs in 
key industries, such as manufacturing, construction, agriculture, retail trade, 
government/government enterprises. What key industry type(s) have had positive 
growth in the region? What key industry type(s) have had negative growth? Are 
these findings surprising or expected? What are the differences or similarities to 
what is happening on the state level?
 
What occupations are most prevalent in the region (i.e., management, education, 
health care, service, sales, farming, etc.)? What are the total earnings per worker 
associated with those occupations that tend to be most dominant in the region?
 
Now that we’ve looked at the data, let’s discuss a few other questions. How long 
have these businesses/industries operated in the region? How have they fared 
during our nation’s recent tough economic times? Would you say they are growing, 
stable or declining, or are jobs being outsourced to other places within and/or 
outside the U.S.?
 
Have you seen businesses/industries leave the region? What types? Why? Are 
certain occupations on the upswing or in decline? If so, why?”
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Slide: 17 
 
Time: 5 Minutes

Instructions:

This slide will guide participants as they undertake a more 
detailed discussion of the support provided to the region’s 
small and entrepreneurial businesses. Although regions 
tend to recognize that small businesses and entrepreneurial 
activities are important to economic growth, they typically 
overlook these enterprises when it comes to offering 
technical assistance or incentives. More often than not, these 
activities are reserved for larger businesses or big firms they 
seek to attract to the region. Be ready to record responses to 
the questions on this slide.

Script:
 
“Let’s consider some business assistance initiatives already in place in the region. 

What types of programs do you offer to support expanding businesses?
Examples include job training programs, infrastructure improvement or low-cost 
loans to purchase or build a facility.

What type of assistance/incentives do you offer to attract new businesses? Are they 
mostly targeted to firms likely to employ a sizable number of people?

What type of assistance/incentives do you offer to entrepreneurs or small, locally-
owned businesses?

[Record responses on a flip chart.]

While many economic development initiatives tend to target larger businesses 
or potential new firms being recruited to the area (especially if they are likely to 
employ many people), efforts are rarely made to support and foster the growth of 
entrepreneurs or to spur the development and growth of small local businesses.”



6.18

Instructions:

This slide illustrates the various sources of entrepreneurs. 
Some pursue new opportunities out of a personal interest or 
drive as an innovator. Others have started an entrepreneurial 
venture out of necessity as a way to help make ends meet 
during these tough economic times.  

Script: 
 

“Entrepreneurship can be seeded from many sources, including under-employed 
workers, self-employed, unemployed, small businesses, etc. Various sources may 
produce different kinds of entrepreneurs, not simply market-based kinds. For 
example, social entrepreneurs create new or innovative regional institutions which 
can help support other kinds of entrepreneurial and economic activities. Some are 
motivated out of a sense of creativity alone, while others may be motivated by a 
sense of self-preservation, as has been the case for many that are trying to find ways 
to make ends meet during our nation’s current economic difficulties.

Some debate continues as to whether entrepreneurs are born or are made? What are 
your opinions on this?” 

Slide: 18 
 
Time: 2 Minutes



6.19

Slide: 19 
 
Time: 4 Minutes

Instructions:

This table identifies the different avenues through which 
entrepreneurship opportunities can emerge. Only when the 
problem and solution are both “old” is entrepreneurship not 
likely to take hold. The other three situations present the 
opportunity for innovation – and thus, for entrepreneurship 
to emerge.

Script:

“As we mentioned earlier, entrepreneurs and small businesses are often overlooked 
resources in a region. Yet, working to grow entrepreneurs may be of tremendous 
value to a region. What do you think entrepreneurs can bring to a region that other 
types of businesses might not? [Allow for discussion.]

In order to explore this topic a bit more, identifying differences that exist between 
an entrepreneur and a small business owner/developer is important. The approaches 
and strengths each use can be quite different. 

Entrepreneurs tend to capitalize on new economic opportunities through 
innovation. [You may remember from our earlier slide that innovation is one of the 
keys to economic growth.] This suggests that while their business might start with 
just a single employee, opportunities exist for significant growth in the number of 
employees, revenues and tax base. 

Think of the difference between a tanning salon owner and the person who invented 
Post-its. While a tanning salon or other similar small business might successfully 
start with three or four employees, there is not a lot of opportunity for growth. 
Arthur Fry, the man that co-invented the Post-it, grew up in a rural area with a 
one-room school. He invented a glue strong enough to cling to objects but weak 
enough to allow for a temporary bond. It took a few years for the concept to come 
to fruition, due to technical problems with production and doubts by management 
about the product’s marketability, but we all know the rest of this story. He 
certainly was an innovator.

The chart presented on this slide showcases some key differences in the approach 
used by an entrepreneur/innovator versus a small business owner. The key word 
is new. Where a new problem or new solution exists, and an individual (or group) 
responds, the seeds of entrepreneurship exists. Let’s take a further look at this idea 
of innovation.”

 



6.20

Slide: 20 
 
Time: 5 Minutes

Source: 
Rural Policy Research 
Institute. (2011). Energizing 
entrepreneurship; 
Community readiness factors. 
Retrieved from http://www.
energizingentrepreneurs.org/site/
images/research/tp/et/et5.pdf

Instructions:

Both this slide and the next explore ways to assess 
entrepreneurship capacity, information that can help the 
region determine ways to support this type of effort.  

Script:

“The next two slides focus on assessment tools for identifying the region’s support for 
entrepreneurs. This slide details qualitative measures that can be used to help assess 
entrepreneurial capacity, namely, community surveys and one-on-one interviews.

Community surveys can solicit a variety of information: 
•	 Existing programs, such as those that provide technical assistance to new 

entrepreneurs (business plan writing, financial literacy classes, tax law basics, etc.)
•	 Community readiness: RUPRI (Rural Policy Research Institute) offers a series of 

surveys used to determine the community’s readiness for new programs based on 
the following six factors:

 1.  Openness to entrepreneurship – Is the community open to exploring   
      entrepreneurship as an economic development strategy?
 2.  Balancing business attraction – Does the community balance a traditional  
      economic development approach with a focus on local businesses and on  
      energizing entrepreneurs to create and build homegrown enterprises?
 3.  Entrepreneurship programs – previously mentioned above
 4.  Willingness to invest – These programs don’t have to be in place already,    
                  but the community has to be willing to invest in them.
 5.  Leadership team – Can your community create a team that will work on an  
      entrepreneurial strategy?
 6.  Beyond town borders – Is your community willing to create partnerships    
          with other communities to find the human and financial resources in order  
           to be in the economic development game?
•	 Leadership: Are the political leaders supportive of entrepreneurial behavior? Are 

there successful individuals in the community who can serve as leaders or coaches 
for new, aspiring entrepreneurs?

•	 Networks: Do formal or informal networks exist that support entrepreneurs? 
These could be networks created by regional universities or weekly breakfasts 
where entrepreneurs in the region can meet and discuss issues and receive 
feedback/support from their peers. 
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Slide: 20 continued 
 
Time: 5 Minutes

Source: 
Rural Policy Research 
Institute. (2011). Energizing 
entrepreneurship; 
Community readiness factors. 
Retrieved from http://www.
energizingentrepreneurs.org/site/
images/research/tp/et/et5.pdf

Script (Cont.):

One-on-one interviews with local entrepreneurs allow you to 
know more about an entrepreneur’s:
•	 Ambitions and needs – What do entrepreneurs hope to 

accomplish, both for their own businesses as well as in 
support of their community?

•	 Identified	regional	constraints – What do entrepreneurs 
perceive as community barriers to starting or growing a 
new business?”



6.22

Slide: 21 
 
Time: 10 Minutes

Handout:  
Self-Employed Data Sheet 
NOTE: These numbers are 
limited to nonfarm sectors. 

Instructions:
 
Provide your team with the Self-Employed Data Sheet that 
describes entrepreneurship in the region. Though not ideal, 
the self-employment (non-employer) statistics collected by 
the Census are the best indicator, though many businesses 
are included in the statistics for tax-filing purposes. If 
an individual claims that he/she owns a business for tax 
deduction write-offs, but they aren’t active, this overstates 
the true number of entrepreneurs. In addition, there is 
nothing that states that these individuals are entrepreneurs in 
the true sense of the word. They might be small business owners, but not creating a 
new product or implementing new solutions as we noted earlier.
 

 
Script: 

“While no single data source identifies both current and future potential 
entrepreneurship in a region, some data sources provide a quantitative measure of 
entrepreneurship in the region. 
• Bureau of Economic Analysis – Regional Economic Information System data
• Census (non-employer statistics)
• County business pattern data
• Panel study on entrepreneurial dynamics
• Survey of business owners
 
We can also understand some about the capacity for new entrepreneurs by looking 
at the educational attainment, immigration and diversity, and financial and business 
resources within the region. Let’s look at the Self-Employed Data Sheet to get an 
idea of entrepreneurship in this region.”



6.23

Slide: 22 
 
Time: 2 Minutes

Source:
Luecke, R. & Katz, R. (2003). 
Managing Creativity and 
Innovation. Boston, MA: Harvard 
Business School Press. ISBN 
1-59139-112-1.

Instructions:

The fourth key to economic growth, innovation, is central to 
a region’s economic expansion. We’ll explore this concept 
further in the next two slides.   

Script:

“Innovation is important to economic growth.

 ‘Innovation . . . is …the successful introduction of a new thing or method...  
 Innovation is the embodiment, combination or synthesis of knowledge in   
 original, relevant, valued new products, processes or services.’

What region of the United States is thought to be home to the most innovative 
people and businesses? Some would say Silicon Valley. What was it about Silicon 
Valley that resulted in the growth and promotion of so many innovators? Are there 
other regions you might identify as innovative? [Examples could be the Research 
Triangle in North Carolina or Boston’s Route 128 hi-tech corridor.] How can a 
region nurture innovation?”  
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Slide: 23 
 
Time: 5 Minutes

Source: 
Tawari, R, Buse, S, & Herstatt, 
C. (2007). Innovation via global 
route: proposing a reference 
model for chances and challenges 
of global innovation process. 
Proceedings of the Second 
International Conference of 
Globally Distributed Work, No. 
49. pp451-465. Retrieved from 
http://www.global-innovation.
net/publications/PDF/Working_
Paper_49.pdf

Instructions:

The diagram on this slide illustrates some potential ways a 
region can help nurture innovation.

Script:

“In general, there are three phases of innovation: conception, 
implementation and marketing. Each of these three phases has associated business 
and regional capacity elements. Some of the core elements associated with the 
business process and regional capacity are presented under the three phases.

For example, a business at the conception stage may have a good idea and plan for 
getting the project off the ground, but having access to educational resources and 
technical assistance can really strengthen both the innovator’s concept and plan. 
Arthur Fry, the Post-it inventor, was a chemical engineering major in college, and 
the skills he learned in his classes allowed him to conceptualize the possibility of 
creating something like the Post-it note. 

During implementation, the region can provide resources such as research & 
development centers, universities and industrial parks to foster the business 
aspects of the innovation. Even businesses, such as 3M, that have a New Product 
Development arm of the company can provide assistance to innovators in 
developing their prototype.  

The last phase of innovation, marketing, is usually the most critical, particularly in 
rural regions. For individuals who believe they have an excellent new product, the 
reality is that they may need capital and/or financing to produce the goods. If the 
product is successful, the innovation will likely result in economic growth, such 
as job expansion and improved incomes. However, particularly in rural regions, 
financing often proves to be a barrier to the development of a potentially successful 
and innovative product. While it is possible that the product might initially be 
unsuccessful, the support of a region can be extremely important. After all, today’s 
flop might be tomorrow’s Post-it. 

Innovators tend to be serial innovators. They aren’t satisfied with just one 
innovation. Thus, the region should not stifle the creativity of innovators because of 
an unsuccessful venture. Rather, they should applaud this individual for being a risk 
taker.”



6.25

Slide: 24 
 
Time: 4 Minutes

Instructions:

Ask the group to explore the important elements of 
innovation, and discuss how innovation might differ across 
urban and rural areas. Furthermore, the assets needed to 
spur innovation may be quite different depending upon the 
location of the region. Encourage the group to discuss the 
important questions posed below.  

Script:

“How would you describe innovation in a rural region? How does it differ from 
an urban area? Who are your innovators in this region? They can be companies or 
people. What makes them innovators? What makes them successful?

What is your region’s current capacity for innovation? Are there research 
and development assets? Are there relationships with regional universities or 
community colleges that can help individuals create prototypes or incubate ideas 
and business concepts? What additional resources does the region offer to foster 
innovation?” [Allow for discussion.]



6.26

Slide: 25

Time: 2 Minutes

Source:
Florida, R. (2002). Rise of the 
creative class: And how it is 
transforming work, leisure, 
community, and everyday life. 
New York, NY: Basic Books. 
ISBN 0-465-02476-9

Instructions:

One economic development strategy getting considerable 
attention is an effort to purposely attract creative people 
to certain communities and regions. The next few slides 
explore this approach to expand the potential number of 
innovative people in the region. The term “creative class” 
was popularized by Richard Florida in his 2002 book “Rise 
of the Creative Class.”

Script:

“The creative class is a term popularized by Dr. Richard Florida (U. of Toronto) in 
his 2002 book ‘Rise of the Creative Class.’ Florida says about the creative class:

	 ‘It	is	an	identified	class	of	‘creative’	occupations	that	should	be	attracted		  
 and retained. The creative class includes: scientists, engineers, professors,  
 poets, novelists, artists, entertainers, actors, designers, architects, writers,  
	 researchers	and	professionals	in	the	high-tech	and	financial,	legal,	business		
 and medical service sectors.’

In the past, creative class has been primarily examined in an urban context. Rarely 
has it been given much attention in more rural counties or parishes such as those 
that are part of the SET program.

The creative class is defined as individuals that are ‘developing, designing or 
creating new applications, ideas, relationships, systems or products, including 
artistic contributions.’ We have discussed ‘innovators’ in this module already. 
Creative class is a specific type of innovator – individuals that have a tendency to 
develop and launch new projects or services.

The creative class tends to be thought of as ‘footloose’ and attracted to high 
amenity places. Keep in mind the region’s amenities as you explore the feasibility 
of building a stronger creative component to your region’s economy.”
 
 



6.27

Slide: 26 
 
Time: 1 Minute 
 

 

Instructions:

We want to the participants to give some thought as to why a 
focus on the creative class might make sense to their region.

Script:

“Let’s consider for a minute why attracting the creative class 
might be a good economic development strategy. Past studies have shown that the 
density of creative class has a positive effect on job growth, both in the creative 
and non-creative sectors of your community/region. Furthermore, creative capital 
and entrepreneurship work in synergy with one another to increase employment 
opportunities in both sectors.”



6.28

Instructions:

Show this map and explain how to interpret the information.

Script:

“Where is the creative class in the country? Not surprisingly, 
the red areas (high density of creative class) are in parts 
of California, the Northwest and the Northeast. However, what about Montana? 
Why is there such a large share of the creative class in a non-urbanized state like 
Montana? 

We could explain this by suggesting that because the creative class is footloose, 
they can travel to places with rich amenities. Montana is known for its beauty and 
its quiet setting. Attracting the creative class to a rural region is possible, if you 
effectively focus on their interests and needs.

What does your region look like? Is it more blue or red?”

Slide: 27 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 
Source: 
UWEX Center for Community 
Economic Development, (2004). 
Creative class occupations: 
County creative class by location 
quotient. Retrieved from http://
www.uwex.edu/ces/cced

 



6.29

Instructions:

Each region is provided with a Creative, Working and 
Service Classes Data Sheet, similar to the one shown on the 
slide, describing their fastest growing occupations. These 
occupations are categorized within the service, working or 
creative class. If you have the time, insert your region’s data 
on this page so the team can discuss the trends together. 

Script:

“We have talked about what the creative class looks like and looked at the region 
on the map on the previous slide. How is your region faring in their ability to grow 
creative jobs? The top three fastest growing occupations in this sample region in 
Kentucky are computer and mathematical science, protective services and then a 
series of financial, business and social science occupations. 

Computer and mathematical science is considered a creative occupation. This 
region has actually lost a small share of their creative class between 2005 to 2010. 
Why do you think this is?”

Slide: 28 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 
Handout: 
Creative, Working and Service 
Classes Data Sheet

 



6.30

Instructions:

Refer again to the Creative, Working and Service Classes 
Data Sheet for your region. You can insert it into the 
presentation as an excellent talking piece. This slide further 
details the occupations in the region and the growth in the 
creative, working and service class from 2005 to 2010. 

Script:

“Let’s look in more detail about the growth in occupations in the region. You can 
see more clearly here (or on the chart on the handout) what types of occupations 
make up the creative class. You might argue that not all occupations are the classic 
creative class jobs we might think about (artists, writers, designers, etc). However, 
these occupations tend to be used as measures of the capacity for the creative 
workforce. 

From these data we can see that almost all occupations within the creative class 
grew, except for architecture and engineering occupations. 

As would be expected with the given trends in the housing market, construction, 
a working class occupation, has seen a relatively significant decline in demand for 
their services.”  

 

Slide: 29 
 
Time: 3 Minutes 
 
Handout: 
Creative, Working and Service 
Classes Data Sheet

 



6.31

Instructions:

This slide begins a discussion of the fifth and final key to 
economic growth, clusters or branding. After reviewing the 
definitions on the slide, ask the group to identify the clusters 
and branding they believe characterize their region. Jot the 
information on a flip chart that you will return to later in this 
module.

Script:

“The final key to the puzzle of economic growth is creating and sustaining a cluster 
(or multiple clusters) and/or the branding of a region. 

A cluster is a geographic concentration of interrelated competitive firms and 
institutions with sufficient established or prospective scale to generate external 
economies...making the whole greater than the sum of the parts. 

Branding for a region does not merely consist of attaching new labels, but 
consolidating the essential characteristics of the individual identity into a brand 
core. For example, the western part of North Carolina has become branded as a 
haven for artisans and craftsman as a result, in part, of the growth of ‘Handmade in 
America.’

Given these definitions, do you think your region is known for any particular 
clusters or brands? If so, what are they? The region may have multiple clusters at 
different stages of development.” 
 

Slide: 30 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 
Source: 
HandMade in America 
http://handmadeinamerica.org

 



6.32

Instructions:

This slide begins an explanation of an industry cluster 
analysis.

Script:
 
“One way to begin identifying regional clusters is through 
a cluster analysis, which is a type of assessment that views firms, and therefore, 
industries, as interdependent, not isolated. This should make intuitive sense since 
we know that firms locate near other firms with which they interact or compete. 

Clusters can be value chains – activities for a firm operating in a specific industry. 
Michael Porter notes that products pass through activities of the chain in order. 
At each activity, the product gains some value. It typically begins with some type 
of raw materials and goes through various activities to produce a product that is 
sought by certain end-users. An important goal is delivering maximum value at the 
lowest possible total cost. 

An example of a value chain cluster is glass and tire companies locating close to 
automobile plants to minimize transportation costs when the automobile companies 
purchase their inputs regionally.

Clusters also can be a collection of businesses producing similar output. For 
example, gas stations tend to locate at different sides of the same intersection 
(competing firms). Software companies locate in the Northwestern United States 
because they share the same labor pool, even though the software companies are 
technically competing with each other. Think of how many times you see auto 
dealerships located closely to one another.”

Slide: 31 
 
Time: 3 Minutes 
 
Source: 
Porter, M. (1990). The competitive 
advantage of nations. New York, 
NY: The Free Press. Retrieved 
from http://asesoriainternacional.
com/Clases%20URN/The_
Competitive_Advantage_of_
Nations.pdf

 



6.33

Instructions:

In general, conducting regional cluster analyses identify 
gaps or offer insights into clusters that may be facing a 
downturn or ones that may be on the upswing, thus pointing 
to opportunities for new economic growth in the region.

Script:

“A regional cluster analysis can be very valuable as it can delineate where gaps 
may exist, such as where parts of the value chain might be missing. For instance, 
if we saw that an auto manufacturer in the region was importing its tires from a 
company located 2,000 miles away, this would represent a gap. Starting a new 
enterprise or attracting a tire manufacturer to the region would minimize the 
transportation costs and strengthen the automobile manufacturing cluster. 

Second, it can tell us about growing industries/clusters. Are there high growth 
sectors that have gone undetected or that deserve additional attention in the region? 

Third, it can provide insights on declining industries/clusters. While clusters exist, 
this does not necessarily suggest that they are optimal. Should a region start moving 
away from investing in a cluster? In some regions, some firms are declining due 
to global competition. Does it make sense to invest in industries whose long-term 
prospects for survival are questionable?” 

Slide: 32 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 

 



6.34

Instructions:

This slide describe required data for conducting a cluster 
analysis.

Script:

“Several methods can be used to determine if clusters exist 
in a region. Each method relies on the careful collection and analysis of data. 
Typically, the analysis starts with collecting industry sector data. The most basic 
information needed includes the number of establishments within a particular 
industry, the number of employees, the size of the payroll and earnings. All 
this information is potentially available free of charge on the Internet and from 
government sources. 

Unfortunately, some of these data are not available due to confidentiality (or 
disclosure) issues, especially in lower populated regions. For instance, industry 
information is not disclosed due to confidentially when only one or a few 
businesses exist within that industry in the region. As an alternative, Woods and 
Poole data provides estimates of this data. However, since these are estimates, 
double checking the facts is important. [NOTE: You may want to remind 
participants of the guidelines offered in Module Five regarding secondary data, 
such as the Woods and Poole information.] Finally, a subscription to Dun and 
Bradstreet data can assist in securing information on any individual firm in the 
region.  

In addition, we can identify potential linkages to determine value chains within 
a cluster. IMPLAN data or information available from EMSI is often seen as a 
reliable source. IMPLAN estimates a relationship between outputs and the needed 
inputs, what we refer to as a production function. The production function is based 
on national averages.

For example, if we assume that an automobile manufacturer is similar to the 
national average, we can estimate the level of inputs necessary to create their 
current level of output. We would determine the approximate amount of tires, glass, 
accountants, etc. required to produce cars. Again, these data need to be truth-tested 
because it is possible a particular industry does not fit the mold of the national 
average. Taking time to talk to the businesses in the region helps clarify what their 
production function looks like.”

Slide: 33 
 
Time: 4 Minutes 
 
Sources: 
Dun and Bradstreet 
http://www.dnb.com/

Economic Modeling Specialists, 
Inc. (EMSI) 
http://www.economicmodeling.
com

IMPLAN Economic Modeling 
http://implan.com/V4/Index.php

U.S. Census – County Business 
Patterns 
http://www.census.gov/econ/cbp/

Woods and Poole Economics 
http://www.woodsandpoole.com/
main.php?cat=metro

 
  

 



6.35

Instructions:

Ask the group to once again identify the clusters they 
think exist in the region. While they offered their thoughts 
about this subject earlier, we want to see if their ideas have 
changed in light of the information shared with them up to 
this point. Follow up with ways to proceed once they believe 
a regional cluster exists.

Script:

“Let’s review what you earlier identified as clusters. Now that we’ve given you 
a bit more information about clusters, have you changed your mind on what 
clusters you think may exist in the region? If so, in what way? [Seek input from the 
participants.] 

An important question still remains: ‘What next?’ The steps outlined on this slide 
can be used to detect the possible existence of one or more clusters in the region 
and then explore some potentially useful regional strategies intended to foster their 
growth.

Here are the steps:
• Map the cluster by identifying the industries that make up the cluster.
• Determine if the cluster is growing or declining.
• Evaluate the region’s capacity to supply the necessary industries/products.
• Identify potential leakages and/or opportunities that might exist for launching 

new enterprises.
• Determine potential economic strategy(ies) that might be successful in 

strengthening the cluster.

We will devote time over the next few slides to develop a deeper understanding of 
the process for mapping the cluster(s) in your region.”

Slide: 34 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 

 



6.36

Instructions:

This section explores different approaches to mapping 
clusters. Help participants consider using these strategies 
within their own region.

Script:

“We will go through the step-by-step process of mapping the cluster(s) in your 
region. While there are a variety of ways to do this, we will consider just a few 
examples.”

Slide: 35 
 
Time: 1 Minute 

 



6.37

Instructions:

This slide explores one way to map a cluster, using wine 
as an example. Walk the participants through this example, 
ensuring that they see how many potential organizations are 
interconnected in the process.

Script:

“This is an example of a value chain for wine manufacturing based on two large 
industries, growers and wineries. Each industry has specific inputs that are vital. 

To grow grapes, a producer needs grape stock, fertilizers, grape harvesting 
equipment and irrigation technology.

To produce wine, a winery needs winemaking equipment, barrels, bottles, caps and 
corks, labels, public relations and advertising, and specialized publications, such as 
trade journals.  

In addition, the cluster is supported by state government agencies such as the Select 
Committee on Wine Production & Economy in California, as well as educational, 
research and trade organizations (e.g. Wine Institute, UC Davis, Culinary 
Institutes).

By mapping the cluster, we can visualize all the components that go into making 
wine. However, there isn’t necessarily just one cluster here. For instance, the wine 
industry may also play a part in the California agriculture cluster, the food cluster 
and, of course, the tourism cluster.” 

Slide: 36 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 
Source: 
California Department of Food and 
Agriculture 
http://www.cdfa.ca.gov

 



6.38

Instructions:

This slide is another example of mapping a cluster, this time 
using a bubble chart.

Script:

“A bubble chart, like the one on this slide, is another way 
to map clusters. By looking at location quotients, the change in location quotients 
and the number of jobs in the industry, we might be able to identify some potential 
clusters.  

Let’s first define location quotient. The location quotient is often used to measure 
the concentration of a particular industry relative to some base location. In many 
instances, the base location is the United States, while at other times, it’s the state 
where the analysis is being completed. 

Shield explained it this way: ‘The location quotient helps you identify those local 
industries that are producing more than is needed for local use and selling outside 
the region (exporting) and those that are not meeting local needs and are a source of 
consumption leakage (importing).’
     
Calculating the location quotient for a particular industry is very straightforward. 
You begin by determining what proportion of the region’s workforce is employed in 
a specific industry. You then determine the percentage of the workforce employed 
in that same industry for your reference area’s workforce (for example, your 
state or in the nation). Next, you calculate the ratio between your region and the 
reference unit (with regard to the industry you are examining). Here’s an example: 
Let’s assume you found that 25 percent of your region’s workforce is employed 
in the manufacturing sector. You then determine the national figure of workers 
employed in the manufacturing industry is 18 percent. The location quotient for 
your region is 25 percent divided by 18 percent = 1.39.  

A location quotient greater than one suggests that the region exhibits concentration 
in that industry. It also assumes this sector is exporting their goods and/or services 
to areas outside of the region. A location quotient less than one, however, implies 
that the area is below average in terms of its concentration in a given industry. 

Slide: 37 
 
Time: 7 Minutes 
 
Sources: 
Economic Modeling Specialists, 
Inc. (EMSI) 
http://www.economicmodeling.
com

Shield, M. (2003). Using 
employment data to better 
understand your local economy: 
Tool 3. Use location quotients 
to identify local strengths, 
opportunities, and industry 
clusters. University Park, PA: The 
Pennsylvania State University. 
Retrieved from http://cecd.aers.
psu.edu/pubs/Tool%203.pdf

 



6.39

Script (Cont.):

While a useful beginning tool, the location quotient measure 
does not offer any insights on what you should do, as it 
only shows that a specific cluster might exist in your state 
(or region). Just because a location quotient is greater than 
one does not imply that the region should invest more in 
this sector. Nor should we abandon a given sector if the 
quotient has a value of less than one. It’s important to look 
at the changes taking place in the location quotient over 
time. If it is increasing, this may be an emerging cluster. If it 
is decreasing, it could be an indication that the cluster is declining and that caution 
may need to be taken before further investments are made.  

This slide details the relative concentration of several industries in Kentucky 
compared to the rest of the nation. Many of the industries are on par with 
national averages, such as health care, accommodation and food services, retail 
and wholesale trade. Industries that have a relatively high concentration include 
agriculture, manufacturing and mining, but these industries have declined over the 
last five years. Manufacturing and retail sectors in Kentucky employ the largest 
number of workers, as you can see by the bubble size.

Given the bubbles in this illustration, in which industry might Kentucky avoid 
investing for the future? The answers might be mining. While the location quotient 
is high, it has declined over the years. In addition, this industry does not support 
a lot of jobs. What are some potentially viable options? Transportation and 
warehousing and maybe construction (based on growth, not the location quotient). 

It’s also possible to map the bubble charts in other ways by looking at the quality of 
the job measured by average earnings and job growth.”

 

Slide: 37 continued 
 
Time: 7 Minutes 
 
Sources: 
Economic Modeling Specialists, 
Inc. (EMSI) 
http://www.economicmodeling.
com

Shield, M. (2003). Using 
employment data to better 
understand your local economy: 
Tool 3. Use location quotients 
to identify local strengths, 
opportunities, and industry 
clusters. University Park, PA: The 
Pennsylvania State University. 
Retrieved from http://cecd.aers.
psu.edu/pubs/Tool%203.pdf

 



6.40

Instructions:

This slide discusses the next step in a cluster analysis. Now 
that the cluster mapping is complete, the next logical step is 
looking for leakages and for opportunities that could help 
foster additional growth within the existing cluster.

Script:

“Once the cluster has been mapped, the next step is to identify potential leakages 
and business opportunities associated with the cluster(s). Leakages occur when 
money leaves the region, most often categorized as imports. For example, if the 
region imports glass windshields from six states away, this is considered a leakage. 
The dollars used to pay for the windshields leave the region and do not return. 

To find leakages and business opportunities, we need to determine the current 
regional capacity for production for those industries that make up the cluster. Next, 
we assess the potential of each industry as saturated, room for expansion or zero 
potential for production. In addition, it’s important to characterize the future growth 
of the industry – stable, high-growth or declining – using location quotients or other 
tools such as changes in employment, sales and/or establishments.

Finally, we must determine the types of skills or workers needed to create these 
new enterprises or support a firm that relocates to the area. One possible strategy 
is matching the necessary skill set with the existing workforce’s current skill set to 
check for compatibility.

An example of starting this process is presented in the next slide.”

Slide: 38 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 

 



6.41

Instructions:

The participants will explore wine industry a bit further in 
this slide. 

Script:

“Let’s imagine that we have a potential wine cluster in the 
region. By mapping the inputs used in making wine, we can see the potential for 
the cluster. For ease of discussion, let’s assume there are only six items used in 
the production of wine: grapes, irrigation systems, fertilizer, advertising, research 
and labels. Each box on the slide represents the amount of the input, with larger 
boxes suggesting larger dollar value of inputs needed to produce wine. The color 
of the box tells the percentage of the needed input that is available regionally. For 
example, 100 percent of the grapes currently needed to produce wine are available 
regionally. On the other hand, only a small percentage of labels are available 
regionally. Currently, the region has no manufacturers of irrigation systems or 
regional advertisers. Just by glancing at this illustration, what might be the easiest 
leak to plug using the existing resources in the region?
 
As a result of this process, we can examine the potential growth of each of these 
input industries and the associated job skills needed to support them. In addition, 
the region must decide if these are the types of industries and jobs deemed desirable 
for the area. It’s possible something like coal mining might be quite lucrative since 
coal energy serves as an input into nearly every good. However, the region might 
decide that mining is not an industry it wants to see expanded in the area.
 
Returning to the example, in most instances, advertising and grapes would probably 
be the first sectors to target. Winemaking equipment likely requires capital 
accumulation, expertise in engineering, an assembly line, etc. We wouldn’t likely 
focus on label manufacturing unless it appears that the current production of labels 
is being exported. Public relations and advertising would be an obvious sector to 
target because it is a labor intensive service-based business. Expanding the grape 
production is another possibility, but the real potential depends on land availability 
and the types of grapes needed.” 

Slide: 39 
 
Time: 4 Minutes 
 

 



6.42

Instructions:

Refer back to the Businesses and Industries Data Sheet for 
your region/state that you handed out on slide 16. This is 
just a brief introduction to the basic changes in employment 
by two-digit North American Industrial Classification 
System (NAICS) code. Adopted in 1997, NAICS codes 
range from general industries (two-digit as seen in this slide) 
to very specific (six-digit). As a result, thousands of NAICS 
codes can be explored. Your team’s goals will dictate how 
detailed the data should be. You might want to insert your 
data in place of the Kentucky example on the slide. 

Script:

“Let’s see how the region has fared during the last five years by looking at the 
number of jobs by industry. We will start by looking at aggregate industries. For 
example, we will look at manufacturing as a whole. While thousands of different 
types of manufacturers and manufacturing jobs exist, let’s just start by looking at 
how the industry has fared overall. 

The numbers are not terribly surprising given the current recession as well as the 
departure of many of our manufacturers to other countries. In this Kentucky region, 
the largest decline in jobs appears to be the information industry. [For your specific 
region, mention the industry that declined the most and then ask if anyone knows 
what companies left and why. Individuals may ask what makes up a particular 
industry, and a list of NAICS industries is available at http://www.census.gov/eos/
www/naics/.] 

What area has seen the largest increase in the number of jobs? In this Kentucky 
region, the professional, scientific and technical services industry has seen the 
largest improvement. You might also note the earnings per worker, as this is often 
used as a gauge for the quality of jobs. How does the quality associated with those 
industries with large job increases compare to the quality of industries that have 
lost jobs?” 

[Allow time for regional stories related to the data to better understand the region’s 
current situation.]

Slide: 40 
 
Time: 10-15 Minutes 

Handout: 
Businesses and Industries Data 
Sheet 

Source: 
Economic Modeling Specialists, 
Inc. (EMSI) 
http://www.economicmodeling.
com

 
 

 



6.43

Instructions:

You may choose to insert the Businesses and Industries Data 
Sheet for the region in place of the Kentucky example. This 
chart compares the region and state by industry, allowing 
the team to determine if the trends in the region match 
that of the state. If differences in trends are evident, lead a 
discussion about why those differences exist. If the region 
has excelled at something compared to the state, this might 
be the first indication of a competitive advantage. If the 
region is lagging behind, this might start a conversation 
about workforce development opportunities or lack of infrastructure or resources. 
As the discussion proceeds to any potential strategies or directions, add to the chart 
the team began in Module Four.

Script:

“This graphic on the Businesses and Industries Data Sheet compares the region and 
the state’s make up of jobs and shows how this distribution has changed recently. 
In both the region and the state, the largest share of jobs has been in government. 
However, in both the region and the state, the percentage of jobs in government has 
fallen slightly. 

Are there any trends that aren’t consistent across the region and the state? In this 
example, the region experienced a more rapid decline in the information, wholesale 
trade and manufacturing industries. What might cause these differences between 
state and regional trends?” 
 

Slide: 41 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 
Handout: 
Businesses and Industries Data 
Sheet

 



6.44

Instructions:

Now that you’ve introduced key information on clusters, 
distribute the Cluster Data Report provided for your region. 
Walk the group through the cluster report and help them 
interpret the information for the possible presence of 
clusters in the region. Ask them to get into small teams of 
5-6 to discuss the data and record key observations. After 
the small groups have worked a few minutes, have them 
share their observations.  

Script:

“Now that we have explored some of the important keys of determining the 
presence of clusters in a region, let’s take a look at the cluster data on your region. 
Form small teams of 5-6 people to discuss interesting points in the Cluster Data 
Report. Record your observations to share with the entire group in a few minutes. 
[Allow about 30 minutes for small group work and 15 minutes for reporting out.]

Are the results pretty much what you expected, or are there current or emerging 
clusters that surprise you? Does this data support or weaken your initial thoughts 
about the region’s competitive advantage? In the next few slides, we will determine 
strong clusters in the region and the types of industries that could strengthen these 
clusters.”

Slide: 42 
 
Time: 30-45 Minutes 
 
Handout:  
Cluster Data Report 



6.45

Instructions:

Clusters are generally organized into the 31 categories listed 
on this slide and on the EMSI Predefined Clusters handout. 
Your team may not readily see where the cluster they are 
considering falls within these groups. If not, guide the 
group in defining the businesses that make up the cluster of 
interest. For example, tourism might include hotels, motels, 
restaurants, arts, sporting events, natural resources, etc. 
Most of the time though, these predefined cluster choices 
provide direction for exploring most identified industries.

 
Script:

“Clusters are generally organized into the 31 categories listed in this slide and on 
the EMSI Predefined Clusters handout. Do you see your cluster of interest defined 
in this list? [Allow for responses.] If not, the team may need to define the types of 
businesses that compose the potential cluster. For example, tourism might include 
hotels, motels, restaurants, arts, sporting events, natural resources, etc.

Let’s take a moment to consider these clusters and make some decisions.”

 

Slide: 43 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 
Handout: 
EMSI Predefined Clusters

 



6.46

Instructions:

Use this example of clusters to ensure participants 
understand how to evaluate the data. The script below 
provides thoughts on how to explore the chart. 

Script:

“Let’s look at the industrial make up of an example region. (Refer to notes on slide 
37 about bubble charts, if needed.) We have already discussed what a bubble chart 
can tell us, so let’s walk through an example before looking at data specific to your 
region. In this example, which clusters have flourished and which ones have not 
succeeded? 

Mining and information have both declined relative to national levels, although 
mining is still an important factor in the regional economy (because of the high 
location quotient). Just because an industry is declining does not suggest we should 
abandon it. Instead, we need to ask ourselves the question, ‘Is this an industry we 
want to revitalize, or should our finite resources be concentrated elsewhere?’ 

Manufacturing, health care, and utilities appear to have fared well compared to 
the region’s other industries and compared to the U.S. as a whole. Again, this 
could suggest some type of a competitive advantage that might be worth further 
discussion. 

Let’s say that the region is interested in strengthening the health care cluster. The 
data suggest this is a potentially worthwhile cluster because of its faster paced 
growth over the last eight years (compared to the U.S. average) and its significant 
share of jobs.” 

Slide: 44 
 
Time: 3 Minutes 
 

 



6.47

Instructions:

Bubble charts are an excellent way to display this type of 
data. However, sometimes overlapping bubbles can hinder 
the visual analysis. Here, we revert to the underlying data to 
take a closer look.

Script: 

“Because in some instances the bubble chart may be hard to see, this table provides 
some details underlying the bubble chart. The highlighted line, health care and 
social assistance, indicates that approximately 5,000 new jobs were added to the 
region from 2002 to 2010, with an average wage of $41,000, a relatively high 
paying job for the region.” 

Slide: 45 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 
Source: 
Economic Modeling Specialists, 
Inc. (EMSI) 
http://www.economicmodeling.
com

 



6.48

Instructions:

Again, these are data associated with the bubble chart on 
slide 44. Here, we examine the location quotients and how 
they have changed over time.

Script:

“Now, look at location quotients for each industry in 2002 and 2010. The base is 
the U.S. What industries are relatively concentrated (i.e. location quotients greater 
than one)? [Mining, agriculture, manufacturing, retail, health care, transportation 
and utilities] Now, let’s see how the location quotients have changed over time, 
an important point in determining which clusters to pursue. Certainly, location 
quotients have declined over the decade for mining and agriculture. Perhaps 
reviving a declining cluster is more important than expanding a new cluster. But 
maybe not. What about health care in this region?” 

Slide: 46 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 
Source: 
Economic Modeling Specialists, 
Inc. (EMSI) 
http://www.economicmodeling.
com

 



6.49

Instructions:

Health care could be a cluster of interest. Take it further 
by exploring the components of the health care cluster and 
observing how each of these industries has fared over the 
last decade. 

Script:

“In this chart, each bubble represents an industry categorized as part of the health 
care cluster. We can see that the industries within the health care cluster are facing 
very different trends. [This may or not be the case for your particular region, but 
most likely some interesting stories will come from this.] 

Let’s dissect this chart:
• Not surprisingly hospitals are the largest employer in the region (represented 

by the largest circle). The location quotient is greater than one and has grown 
compared to the nation over the decade. 

• Nursing care facilities also appear to be concentrated in the region, but they 
have not exhibited much growth.

• Home health care services (and offices of other health practitioners, outpatient 
care centers, and other ambulatory health practitioners) have seen a steep 
decline in relative concentration. 

• Psychiatric and substance abuse hospitals is the only industry located in the 
lower left quadrant. This could be a byproduct of an institution closing, or it 
could be a signal for a larger issue. It does warrant some discussion. 

If you were focusing on strengthening the health care industry, on what sub-
industries would you focus? Why?”

 

Slide: 47 
 
Time: 3 Minutes 
 

 



6.50

Instructions:

Again, this table just provides the data associated with the 
bubble chart on the previous slide. You may or may not need 
to show this. Slides 45 and 46 provide some guidance.

 Instructions:

Slide: 48 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 
Source: 
Economic Modeling Specialists, 
Inc. (EMSI) 
http://www.economicmodeling.
com

 



6.51

Instructions:

This figure illustrates the locations of jobs, which provides 
key insights when thinking about the location of new or 
expanding enterprises.

Script:

“Now let’s see where these jobs are located, which gives us the opportunity to look 
at another type of clustering from the standpoint of geography. The darkest green 
areas have the highest number of jobs in the sector, and the lightest green has the 
least. What factors might be driving the patterns seen here?”

Slide: 49 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 
 
 

 



6.52

Instructions:

This slide is likely for more advanced groups who already 
have a very clear idea of what cluster they want to pursue 
and have all partners at the table. For many new groups, it is 
too early to look at this information. 

This slide suggests that focusing on the hospital sector as 
a mechanism to strengthen the health care cluster involves 
linkages to other industries/inputs that feed into “producing” 
hospital services. These inputs may or may not be available 
regionally. 

Script:

“This slide is not an answer. It simply shows the regional capacity for utilizing 
regional goods and services in producing hospital services, based on a national 
production function. The average hospital needs a certain amount of inputs per 
dollar of output. In the figure, the biggest inputs into the average hospital are 
corporate, subsidiary and regional managing firms, lessors of buildings, real estate 
agents, pharmaceutical manufacturing, etc. The blue bars represent the capacity to 
provide that input regionally in dollar amounts, and the red bars represent what the 
hospital would need to import to create the current level of hospital output in the 
region. 

For those inputs when the red bar is much larger than the blue bar there are 
opportunities. In many instances, it would be unrealistic for a rural region to be able 
to sustain businesses that would produce the needed inputs. Either the workforce 
is not prepared, the natural or raw resources are not in close proximity or other 
infrastructure is not in place.  

The idea is to think first about the low hanging fruit. This could be defined as 
service-based, manufacturing or transportation industries where the support is 
already in place (building, water, sewer, trainable workers, etc). 

In this example, it is misguided to suggest that a rural region could attract or 
support a new corporate managing firm with revenue near $18 million. These 
industries tend to be located in urban areas, with revenue in the hundreds of 
millions of dollars. However, what about real estate brokers, in-vitro diagnostic 

Slide: 50 
 
Time: 5 Minutes 
 

 



6.53

Script (Cont.):

manufacturing, etc.? These are, of course, just a few of 
the many inputs into the hospital sector. Also, the dollar 
amounts of inputs noted here are just for the hospital sector. 

Let’s go back to our wine example because it might be more 
intuitive (slide 39). We found that labels are an input into 
the production of a bottle of wine. However, an individual 
trying to create a new sustainable business may find the 
demand for labels is not adequate just working for the wine 
industry. Fortunately, many other industries need labels in the production of their 
goods and services, which could lend to a successful label business, if coordination 
existed among a number of businesses.”
 

Slide: 50 continued 
 
Time: 5 Minutes 
 

 



6.54

Instructions:

Use this slide to explore the human capital associated with 
the health care sector.

Script:

“What about people needed to produce hospital services? 
Let’s look at the health-related occupations the region supports and the trends 
associated with these occupations. We see that the relative number of pharmacy 
technicians, pharmacists, radiologic techs and home health aides is increasing. 
Are these the occupations that we need in order to strengthen the hospital sector or 
health care cluster? Probably. What about the decline in registered nurses that we 
see? That is also a very important issue that needs to be addressed.”

 

Slide: 51 
 
Time: 2 Minutes

 



6.556.55

Instructions:

This transition slide helps prepare the group for considering 
potential responses to the identified clusters. This is also 
a good place to break the content of this module if it is be 
explored over two sessions.
 

Script:

“Now that we have explored potential regional clusters, let’s consider possible 
strategies to strengthen them.”

 

Slide: 52 
 
Time: 1 Minute  

 



6.566.56

Instructions:

This slide lists five potential cluster strengthening strategies, 
with each discussed in more detail in the coming section. 

Script:

“Now that we have identified a few possible clusters to 
consider strengthening in the region, the next challenge is finding the best strategy 
to fit the situation. We will explore five promising strategies:
• Targeted attraction of industry
• Business retention and expansion
• New firm creation/entrepreneurship
• Attraction of the creative class
• Network development and meta-business creation

We will consider each of these strategies in the next series of slides.”
 

Slide: 53 
 
Time: 1 Minute 
 

 



6.576.57

Instructions:

A regional team’s efforts to attract an industry should 
be focused and purposeful rather than driven by “blind” 
attraction to any industry out there.  

Script:

“Simply put, blindly attracting industry is a strategy of the past, particularly for 
rural areas. The days of luring businesses to rural regions with the promises of tax 
incentives are history. Too many times, businesses would enter the region, accept 
the incentives and after a short period of time in the region, pick up and move to 
some other location. This left the area more devastated than it was before the arrival 
of the business.

Now, recruitment efforts are much more targeted and purposeful, based on the 
industry’s potential for success in the region and the region’s ability to meet the 
industry’s workforce demands, infrastructure needs, education priorities and 
regional support. Numerous models used over the past five to 10 years have 
successfully recruited new businesses to a region. In addition to the cluster 
mapping we have already discussed, different types of location models and the 
community business matching model have also been effective. Let’s take a closer 
look at these.”
 

 

Slide: 54 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 
Source: 
Goetz, S.J., Deller, S.C. & Harris, 
T.R. (2007). Targeting regional 
economic development. New York, 
NY: Routledge. ISBN 0-203- 
88349-7.

 



6.586.58

Instructions:

The next few slides discuss models that have been used 
by communities to determine industries that might be 
successful in particular areas. These models are attraction 
models, meaning we are identifying industries to invite to 
the region. These are not blind attraction strategies, where 
“we’ll take anything we can get.” Using data that measure 
the resources, skill levels of workers and other amenities, 
regions seek industries that might work best in the region.  

Script:

“Have you ever heard someone say, ‘We are working on attracting ________ (some 
large manufacturer) to our rural region?’ Has this type of strategy been successful? 
What has worked, and what hasn’t worked? Was research done beforehand to 
determine the likelihood of success for this type of industry in the region? 

Location models employ place specific data to calculate the probability of 
certain types of industries locating in a particular area. These models look at the 
probability of a firm within a particular industry moving into a region based on the 
qualities of the region and the existing businesses operating there. This method 
provides communities with a list of attributes that they need to strengthen before 
inviting particular industries to operate in the region.

Examining demographic and economic trends can help identify industries that are 
unlikely to be attracted to the region given the current set of resources available...
AND THAT’S OK! We can also find industries and businesses that will work well 
in the region. Spending time studying this data is worthwhile. If the regional team 
is interested in pursuing this strategy, researchers can help go through this process.”

 

Slide: 55 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 

 



6.596.59

Instructions:

The Community Business Matching (CBM) model, a type of 
location model, is receiving strong reviews from economic 
development agencies for its comprehensive approach to 
matching community desires and business needs. The model 
matches the needs of businesses (including their community 
type preferences) to the assets and goals of the community. 
This results in a set of industries that might be successful 
in the region, deemed a good “fit.” The analysis is based 
on surveys of business needs and a year-long community 
discussion about what the community desires regarding business. 

Script:
 
“The Community Business Matching (CBM) model is a tool that walks a 
community through a year-long process to determine the types of industry it would 
prefer to see locate in the region. The community weighs the economic, social 
and environmental impacts of industry and, as a community, determines how to 
prioritize these impacts. For example, communities that consider environmental 
issues over economic and social issues would never target an industry that might 
have a negative impact on the environment. Communities that consider economic 
issues to be the most important might weigh social and environmental impacts less.

At the same time businesses are surveyed about the amenities they seek when 
making location decisions. These amenities could include a skilled labor 
force, broadband, access to transportation, high quality education, recreational 
opportunities, etc.

In the end, the region has two measures: desirability, which helps determine how 
likely a business is to meet the goals of the community, and compatibility, which 
assesses the likelihood that the business will locate in the community or how well 
the community’s assets meet the demands of the business. By simultaneously 
solving for desirability and compatibility, the community can more effectively 
target desired businesses.”

Slide: 56 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 
Source: 
Cox, L.J., et al. (2009). The 
community business matching 
model. In S. Goetz, et al. (Ed.), 
Targeting Regional Economic 
Development, (pp. 255-278). New 
York, NY: Routledge. ISBN 0-203- 
88349-7.

 



6.606.60

Instructions:
 
A second economic development strategy that often gets 
overlooked is business retention and expansion (or BR&E 
for short). This slide outlines some important benefits of the 
BR&E process.

Script:

“A second strategy worth considering is a business retention and expansion effort 
(or BR&E for short). BR&E focuses on strengthening the businesses that already 
exist in a region. This valuable strategy has a number of potential benefits:
• Lets businesses know they are valued
• Helps solve local business issues
• Improves community awareness
• Connects businesses to community resources
• Creates connections between community organizations
• Fosters job retention and growth

In terms of analyzing clusters and addressing issues, it is a useful tool for talking to 
businesses that might be willing to expand services or production by focusing on 
one of the identified issues.

Has anyone ever completed a BR&E study? It is something we would recommend 
be done regardless of what aspects of the SET program you plan to pursue.” 

Slide: 57 
 
Time: 1 Minute 
 

 



6.616.61

Instructions:

This slide outlines the basic steps in a typical business 
retention & expansion strategy.

Script:

“Most often, BR&E is done using a visitation program. A 
local group, such as the chamber of commerce, recruits volunteers to visit local 
businesses, asking them to identify elements within city, county and regional 
services that either aid or hinder business success. Additionally, business owners 
are asked about the future of the business and about their interest in exploring any 
specific opportunities.

The most important part of the BR&E process is the follow-up. First, the 
community responds to identified concerns. For instance, if during an interview 
a particular business says, ‘We might have to shut down in the next six months,’ 
the group would immediately explore options for preventing this business from 
closing. These could include any number of elements such as infrastructure needs, 
workforce availability or training, or the need to reduce costs. In addition to these 
individualized responses, the collective business voices may point to other needs, 
opportunities and challenges to be addressed in the region. The group would 
then discuss strategies that could promote these local businesses, implementing 
responsive strategies as soon as possible.”

Slide: 58 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 

 



6.626.62

Instructions:

Related to the earlier discussion on the importance of 
entrepreneurism, regions can choose strategies to support 
this important element of economic growth.

Script:

“Promoting entrepreneurship is another strategy for closing the gaps and 
strengthening regional clusters. How can regions identify and support potential 
entrepreneurs? A number of community-based training options such as weekend 
boot camps, FASTRAC (a multi-week training program) or other short-term, 
targeted business training activities have successfully launched entrepreneurs. 
Successful business owners can also serve as coaches to those new to the business 
world. Youth entrepreneurship programs are gaining ground. Do any of these 
programs exist in the region? What other types of programs exist in the region to 
support entrepreneurs?” 

[NOTE: SET is developing a module specific to entrepreneurship.]

Slide: 59 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 

 



6.636.63

Instructions:

A number of key components can influence the success or 
failure of an entrepreneurial effort. This diagram illustrates 
a number of arenas regions can use to help shore up their 
entrepreneurial initiatives.

Script:

“What does an entrepreneurial region look like? This diagram illustrates the type 
of supports a region can provide – from conception to birth – for entrepreneurs. 
The range of support can include being open to new ideas, providing connections 
and networks for entrepreneurs, providing the basic services and infrastructure, and 
supplying information and education throughout the entire process.”

Slide: 60 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 
Source: 
Reynolds, P. D., Carter, N.M., 
Gartner, W.B., & Greene, P.G. 
(2004). The prevalence of nascent 
entrepreneurs in the United States; 
Evidence from the panel study of 
entrepreneurial dynamics. Small 
Business Economics, 23. pp. 263-
264. Retrieved from http://ehis.
ebscohost.com/eds/pdfviewer/
pdfviewer?sid=aa14a383-953f-
4639-8267-63db6b16c713%40sess
ionmgr13&vid=3&hid=5

 



6.646.64

Instructions:

Attracting the creative class is another potential regional 
strategy. (Refer back to the Creative, Working and Service 
Class Data Sheet distributed earlier in this session.) Success 
in this strategy depends in part on attention to the items 
listed on this screen.

Script:

“How can we attract the creative class? Here are some possibilities:
•	 Networking: The art of interacting with groups with similar interests. 

Networking can be face-to-face or through social media. Either way, it 
improves communications and access to new ideas.

•	 Retaining/attracting youth: The youth are the future of the region, creating 
new families, new jobs and new opportunities. A ‘youth friendly’ community 
will likely mirror the attributes the creative class desires.

•	 Recreational activities: Areas with a vast selection of recreational activities 
tend to be associated with a higher quality of life. Access to sports, arts and 
cultural activities provides opportunities for meeting new people, staying 
healthy and learning.

•	 Cultural diversity, tolerance and inclusiveness: The creative class are 
often characterized as being inclusive of all people. We often find that areas 
considered more tolerant of other cultures, ethnicities and races will also be 
home to individuals with higher levels of education, income and economic 
opportunities.

•	 Infrastructure: Physical infrastructure (such as water, sewer lines, 
broadband coverage, roads, etc.) is necessary to attract residents interested in 
telecommuting, starting a new business, and communicating with friends and 
family, as well as businesses requiring a sophisticated road network for logistics 
and broadband for communications.

•	 Population density: Areas dense with population typically are alive and 
buzzing. Thinking about our big cities like New York and Chicago, this is the 
case. However, some of the creative class prefer the serenity of the outlying 
rural areas.  

•	 Proximity to metropolitan areas: Maybe we can think about this further in 
terms of not necessarily living in a city, but at least being close to a city. The 
creative class needs to have access to a market. It could be a musician needing 
to find gigs, an artist trying to find a studio or an architect needing customers. 
Regardless, distance will likely matter, particularly with service-based 
professions.

Slide: 61 
 
Time: 4 Minutes 
 
Handout: 
Creative, Working and Service 
Classes Data Sheet

 



6.656.65

Script (Cont.): 
 
 
•     Natural amenities (especially mountains, forest,    
       water): Natural amenities attract individuals and  
       families to many rural areas. Preserving these amenities  
       should be a priority in attracting the creative class.”

Slide: 61 continued 
 
Time: 4 Minutes 
 
Handout: 
Creative, Working and Service 
Classes Data Sheet

 



6.666.66

Instructions:

This slide presents the final economic development strategy 
to discuss, the forming of business networks.

Script:

“The final strategy we want to consider is network 
development and meta-business creation. These focus on local people and local 
businesses. A business network is a formal or informal collaboration or cooperation 
among either competing firms or firms that are part of a value chain for the purpose 
of creating a net benefit for all involved. These networks can also include non-
business entities such as government agencies, nonprofits, etc.”

Slide: 62 
 
Time: 1 Minute 
 

 



6.676.67

Instructions:

A couple examples of network development are briefly 
discussed here as “food for thought” for the team’s 
consideration as it moves toward regional planning activities 
in Module Eight. 

Script:

“Two real world network examples are displayed. One focuses on workforce 
development in seven counties in Wisconsin. Its goal is to transform the workforce 
system and create high performance talent pipelines within the region. 

Another example is the development of an entrepreneurship network to promote 
and enhance job growth and business creation. The Entrepreneurship Network 
provides access to national experts and funding resources, offering programs that 
train, educate and foster connections critical for building successful new ventures. 

Do any active networks exist in this region? If yes, what activities or programs do 
they provide?”

Slide: 63 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 

 



6.686.68

Instructions:

Meta-business formation is specific type of network 
formation. Examples of this strategy are shown on this slide.

Script:

“A meta business is a business that generates revenue by 
supporting local businesses. A few examples are listed on this slide. At the heart 
of a meta business is a simple concept of motivating consumers to shop locally 
(such as local coupons, business directories, etc.) Other ideas include a local stock 
exchange that helps build support for local businesses by investing in them. Are any 
of these examples currently being used in the region? Are they proving successful?”

Slide: 64 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 

 



6.696.69

Instructions:

Help participants consider data needs or other information 
gathering that may be necessary before moving into the 
planning stage. If information is needed, make sure the 
group accepts ownership of any action involved in retrieving 
the information.

Script:

“We have explored a variety of possibilities during the course of this module. In 
Module Seven, we will explore specific assets and barriers in the region in light of 
the data we have explored today. Then we will be ready to connect the pieces to 
form the regional economic development plan in Module Eight. In preparation for 
that time, are there potential strategies you want to explore further before we begin 
to develop and finalize a regional plan?” 

[Add any identified strategies to the chart started in Module Four. These will be 
used as a starting point in Module Eight. If there are homework items identified, be 
sure the regional team develops a plan for getting the needed information prior to 
the next SET session.]

Slide: 65 
 
Time: 2 Minutes 
 

 



6.706.70

Instructions:

Take a few minutes to ask for some feedback from your 
group on the content of this module using the questions on 
the slide.

Script:

“We’ve gone through a good bit of information in this session. Now please share 
your ideas and reactions to the topics, tools and strategies introduced to you.” 
[Read through each of the questions outlined on the slide and allow time for 
discussion.] 

Slide: 66 
 
Time: 5 Minutes 
 

 



6.716.71

Instructions:

Share a preview of Module Seven with the participants 
using the points on the slide. If any of the work associated 
with this module is not finished, discuss with the team how 
they will work between this session and the next to finalize 
those elements.

Script:

“Thank you for the energy and hard work you devoted to this module. The next 
module will provide valuable information and tools for uncovering the assets you 
have in the region. Linking these assets is important for successfully reaching your 
regional economic development goals.” [Briefly highlight points on the slide.]     

Slide: 67 
 
Time: 1 Minute 
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